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The Nifty finished off the week with a bullish candle. The Bank Nifty also ended on a bullish 

note. However, the Nifty may continue to face resistance around 18000 levels, which is a 

severe concern. However, retracement towards critical supports may again find buyers. 

Further, thorough technical study of the weekly as well as the daily chart patterns suggests; 

the Nifty broader trading range for the coming week is expected to be 17350-18200. 

 

It Kickstarted on a positive note and continued moving higher towards ending near the 

weekly high. However, critical resistance placed around 18000 remained unharmed this week 

as well. Failing to breakout the resistance of 18000 may again cause retracement towards 

17700 levels. Further weakness may lead to sharp retracement towards 17350 levels. Hence, 

extremely cautious trading is advised. Initial trading range is likely to be 17700-18000. Lower 

support is placed around 17250 levels. 18000 may continue to serve as the midterm pivotal 

resistance as of now. Higher resistance is placed around 18200 levels. 

 

On the daily chart, the Nifty ended 0.59% up at 17895.20. It opened on a positive note and 

remained extremely choppy within a narrow range throughout the session towards finishing 

off the day with a tiny Doji candle. Candle pattern suggesting range-bound oscillation in the 

first half of the week. However, staying cautious on rise around 18000 is advised. Most 

critical support is placed around 17350 levels, while the immediate support is placed around 

17700 levels. 

 

Nifty patterns on multiple time frames show: it ended the week on a positive note. Finishing 

off the week on a bullish note becomes invalid if the Benchmark Index fails to breakout 

18000 decisively. Broader trading range is likely to be 17350-18200.  

 

Nifty Crucial Supports & Resistances- 

Supports- 17700, 17350 Resistances- 18000, 18200 
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Open Positional Calls- 

T+14 Sell- 
|Futures Segment| JSW STEEL OCT Fut 
@ 666-670, TGT- 630, Closing SL- above 
690 

T+10 Positional Option Pair Strategy- 
|Leg 1| Buy CUMMINS 28 OCT 980-CE 
(1 Lot= 600) @ 25.00 
|Leg 2| Sell CUMMINS 28 OCT 1000-CE 
(1 Lot= 600) @ 22.00 
Trade ends if CUMMINS-Cash (CMP-
905.00) closes below 880 

T+5 BUY 
|Cash Segment| LT @ 1715-1710, TGT- 
1770, SL- closing below 1680 

T+3 Buy- 
|Cash Segment| CASTROL @ 146-145, 
TGT- 151, SL- 142 

T+3 BUY 
|Cash Segment| INFY @ 1715-1710, 
TGT- 1750, SL- closing below 1690 

BTST 
|Cash Segment| APOLLO TYRE @ 234-
233, TGT- 239, SL- closing below 230 
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Market in Retrospect 

India’s equity benchmarks logged the best week since the week ended September 3, aided by gains in energy, PSU 

banks and information technology stocks ahead of the start of the September quarter earnings season. 

Nifty Index higher by 0.59% to 17,895, also gaining by 2.07% over the week. The broader markets represented by 

the NIFTY 500 Index ended 0.49% higher, ending at 15,365. During the week, NIFTY IT was the top gainer, gaining 

by 4.66%, followed by NIFTY Media, gaining by 4.63% higher. NIFTY FMCG was the top loser, losing by 1% 

Tata Motors was the top gainer, gaining by 14.90%, followed by ONGC and Titan, which gained by 10.05% & 8.99% 

respectively. Cipla the top loser, losing by 7.01%, followed by Grasim Industries and Shree Cement losing by 4.67% 

& 4.61% respectively. 

Institution Purchase Sale Net Last Day Net Week Net Month 

FII 6583.35 6647.36 64.01 3685.65 3310.37 

DII 5697.83 5866.02 168.19 3458.05 7915.84 

FII Derivatives Flow (In Crore)  08-10-2021 

Institutional Flow (In Crore)  08-10-2021 

Instrument Purchase Sale Net 

Index Future 3730.07 3708.30 21.77 

Index Option 251131.29 250369.48 761.81 

Stock Future 15915.47 16116.93 -201.46 

Stock Option 22944.49 23024.09 -79.6 

Market Turnover (In Crore) 08-10-2021 

Name Last Previous 

NSE Cash 74295.95  73840.84 

NSE F&O 3755860.46  11264204.14  

BSE Cash 6,030.38  5,697.42  

BSE F&O 280.10 264.32 

NIFTY Top Gainers 

NIFTY Top Losers 

Bulk and Block Deals 

Name %5D Day Vol Avg 5 Day Vol %1D 

Tata Motors 14.90 93728117.00 55960680.00 1.71 

ONGC 10.05 30561341.00 70244400.00 0.34 

Titan 0.72 8.99 1845797.00 2416729.00 

Indusind Bank 0.66 6.37 2344868.00 3272004.00 

M&M 0.05 6.03 3938358.00 5940071.00 

Name %1D %5D Day Vol Avg 5 Day Vol 

Kotak Mahindra Bank 0.82 2.87 1937834.00 2667649.00 

Nestle India 0.31 2.88 87246.00 44059.20 

Shree Cement 1.08 4.61 29947.00 35450.60 

Grasim Industries 0.43 4.67 693600.00 1326745.00 

Cipla 0.11 7.01 2075219.00 4131344.00 

https://www.nseindia.com/products/content/equities/equities/bulk.htm 
http://www.bseindia.com/markets/equity/EQReports/BulknBlockDeals.aspx 

Nifty Weekly Chart Sensex Weekly Chart 
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Market in Detailed (Updated after 4:00 PM)  

MSCI Indices Index %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB  

World 3046.57 1.02 0.79 3.19 0.81 25.51 23.70 19.56 3.14 3.06 

ACWI 717.83 1.15 0.76 3.36 0.11 23.76 22.32 18.52 2.90 2.84 

Asia Pacific 194.04 1.37 0.49 6.10 4.23 10.85 17.21 15.07 1.69 1.66 

EM 1253.28 2.13 0.54 4.59 4.78 12.16 15.56 13.23 1.85 1.82 
                      

US European In Index %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB  

Dow Jones 34754.94 0.98 2.69 0.79 0.97 22.27 20.89 18.60 4.89 4.74 

NASDAQ 14654.02 1.05 1.42 4.14 0.65 28.31 108.33 32.33 5.13 6.28 

S&P500 4399.76 0.83 2.14 2.53 1.83 27.65 26.35 21.62 4.61 4.38 

CBOE VIX 19.28 1.33 8.84 7.35 1.47 26.86 NA NA NA NA 

FTSE100 7078.05 0.00 0.73 0.25 0.67 18.40 19.58 12.36 1.83 1.77 

CAC40 6575.28 0.38 0.88 1.40 2.79 33.86 22.38 15.68 1.90 1.87 

DAX 15231.84 0.12 0.50 2.42 1.22 16.79 18.31 14.80 1.93 1.88 
                      

Asian Indices Index %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB  

Nikkei225 28048.94 1.34 2.51 7.68 0.39 18.75 16.35 16.88 1.91 1.83 

Hang Seng 24837.85 0.55 1.07 5.22 9.17 2.98 10.24 12.45 1.04 1.25 

STI 3112.81 0.38 2.02 0.45 0.59 22.89 23.75 14.39 1.08 1.08 

Taiwan  16640.43 0.44 0.42 4.77 5.78 29.12 15.26 13.12 2.23 2.37 

KOSPI 2956.30 0.11 3.67 5.42 8.13 23.59 15.70 10.68 1.07 1.17 
                      

BRIC Indices Index %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB  

IBOVESPA 110585.40 0.02 0.35 2.49 11.83 12.93 8.53 7.54 1.90 1.57 

Russian 1853.86 0.01 5.19 7.37 13.90 59.98 9.88 7.15 1.26 1.20 

SHANGHAI Com 3592.17 0.67 0.58 3.00 1.93 9.78 15.33 13.08 1.69 1.56 

SENSEX 60059.06 0.64 2.20 3.01 14.65 48.26 31.03 25.83 3.86 3.71 

NIFTY 17895.20 0.59 2.07 3.03 14.06 50.20 28.87 24.46 3.72 3.55 

NSE VIX 15.65 3.11 9.05 8.62 15.43 23.20 _ _ _ _ 

Among Asian indices Hang Seng, STI and 
Taiwan was ended at 1.07%, 2.02% & 0.42% 
higher. Nikkei225 and KOSPI index was ended  
2.51% & 3.67% lower respectively so far in this 
week. 

Indian Index Nifty and Sensex ended by 2.07% 
& 2.20% higher. NSE VIX was ended by 9.05% 
lower, respectively so far in this week. 

Among BRIC indices Russian index was ended 
by 5.19% higher. Brazil and Shanghai index was 
ended by 0.35% & 0.58% lower so far in this 
week. 

Among MSCI indices, World & Asia Pacific index 
was ended by 0.79% higher & 0.49% lower 
respectively so far in this week. 

Among US European indices CBOE VIX ended at 
8.84% lower. Dow Jones, NASDAQ, S&P500, 
FTSE100, CAC40, and DAX index was ended by 
2.69%, 1.42%, 2.14%, 0.73%, 0.88% & 0.50% 
lower respectively so far in this week. 

Among Currencies USD index ended 0.14% higher. EUR, GBP, BRL, 
JPY and INR index ended 0.32%, 0.60%, 1.38%, 0.64% & 1.16% lower 
respectively so far in this week. 

Gold and Silver was ended by 0.08% & 0.13% higher so far in this 
week. 

Money Mkt Price %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr 

ICE LIBOR USD 0.12 0.00 5.26 8.17 8.07 46.03 

MIBOR 0.55 0.73 0.37 0.74 0.00 7.68 

INCALL 3.40 4.62 15.25 0.00 3.03 2.86 
              

Agro Cmdty Price %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr 

Coffee  199.30 0.71 2.33 4.78 28.46 68.11 

Cotton 115.46 3.45 10.46 22.73 32.90 71.89 

Sugar 19.97 0.66 0.45 0.55 12.32 48.70 

Wheat 743.75 0.34 1.52 4.83 18.67 22.78 

Soybean 1256.50 0.74 0.80 1.80 4.77 30.82 
              

Forex Rate %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr 

USD Index 94.17 0.06 0.14 1.63 1.89 0.60 

EUR 1.16 0.06 0.32 2.18 2.41 1.70 

GBP 0.73 0.08 0.60 1.07 1.19 5.05 

BRL 5.52 0.48 1.38 6.32 5.19 1.68 

JPY 111.77 0.13 0.64 1.36 1.83 5.14 

INR 74.99 0.28 1.16 1.85 0.37 2.33 

CNY 6.45 0.05 0.05 0.21 0.66 5.31 

KRW 1194.80 0.33 0.56 2.36 4.17 3.47 

       

Energy Price %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr 

NYMEX Crude 78.94 0.82 4.03 13.91 8.23 91.65 

Natural Gas 5.68 0.09 1.12 14.51 52.66 94.79 

        
Precious Metals Price %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr 

Gold($/Oz) 1762.31 0.37 0.08 1.51 2.25 6.94 

Silver($/Oz) 22.57 0.15 0.13 5.75 12.98 5.33 

LME Price %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr 

Copper 9280.00 2.59 3.84 0.75 1.85 38.94 

Aluminium 2946.00 1.69 3.06 6.86 17.86 65.18 

Zinc 3049.50 1.16 2.06 0.18 3.08 29.38 

Lead 2173.50 1.05 3.87 4.42 5.09 20.58 

Nickel 18264.00 1.06 1.83 6.37 0.25 25.06 
              

Polymer Mkt Index %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr   

HDPE 1290.00 2.38 2.38 9.15 9.15   

LDPE 1600.00 3.23 3.23 3.03 3.03   

Injection Grade  1420.00 1.43 2.16 7.58 7.58   

General purpose 1440.00 1.41 2.13 4.35 4.35   

Polystyrene HIPS 1860.00 0.00 7.51 20.00 20.00   

Polystyrene GPPS 1560.00 0.00 4.00 6.12 6.12   

              

Shipping Ind Index %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr 

Baltic Dry 5650.00 0.05 9.35 56.16 72.20 186.80 

BWIRON 204.84 0.12 0.02 13.15 2.03 62.07 

SG Dubai HY 5.19 5.12 54.46 262.94 1822.22 574.03 
              

Bond Yld 10Y Yield %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr 

US  1.58 0.47 8.12 18.14 22.24 101.26 

UK 1.12 3.53 11.28 49.87 82.19 285.81 

Brazil  4.36 1.07 1.00 12.58 14.93 20.89 

Japan 0.09 22.54 40.32 93.33 234.62 128.95 

Aus  1.64 3.34 9.93 26.19 24.00 89.15 

India 6.32 0.81 1.15 2.08 3.17 5.04 

Among Base Metals Copper, Aluminium, Zinc, Lead and Nickel 
index was ended by 3.84%, 3.06%, 2.06%, 3.87%, & 1.83% higher 
so far in this week. 

Among energy, Crude and NG was ended by 4.03% & 1.12% 
higher so far in this week. 
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Tata Consultancy Services  

Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) reported a 29 per cent year-on-year growth in its consolidated net profit 

for the quarter ended September to Rs. 9,624 crore. The country’s largest IT services company by market 

capitalization also reported 16.8 per cent year-on-year growth in consolidated revenue from operations to 

Rs. 46,867 crore. The company’s board also approved a Rs 7 per share interim dividend for the 

shareholders of the company. On a sequential basis, the company’s consolidated revenues grew 3.2 per 

cent whereas consolidated net profits rose by 6.8 per cent. TCS in constant currency terms its revenues 

rose 15.5 per cent year-on-year. Company  added five new clients in the $100 million-plus bracket and 17 

new clients in the $50 million-plus category reflecting the strong demand environment.  

Result Update 
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Ceat invests Rs 60 lakh in wind energy company to source clean power for its 

Maharashtra plants 

Ceat Ltd has invested Rs 60 lakh in a renewable energy unit that harnesses wind energy to source 

electricity for its two plants in Maharashtra. The renewable energy unit will supply 5 MW of electricity on 

a captive basis to Ceat plants in Bhandup and Nashik. This will complement the solar energy plants that 

the tyre maker already has in place for both Bhandup and Nashik. Ceat said that 25% of its energy 

requirements are presently being met by renewable sources. This investment will help it achieve its target 

of relying on renewable sources for half its power requirements in the next three years. The wind-sourced 

electricity will be provided by Cleanwin Energy Five, a special purpose vehicle with the sole business of 

generating renewable power. It owns, operates and maintains a captive wind power generating plant in 

Maharashtra. Ceat signed a limited liability partnership (LLP) agreement with Yellowstone Clean Energy 

LLP to invest up to Rs 60 lakh in Cleanwin for a 26% stake in the latter. 

Vishwaraj Sugar plans Rs 400-crore expansion, greenfield unit in Belagavi 

Vishwaraj Sugar Industries, an integrated sugar company producing sugar, power and ethanol has planned 

a Rs 400 crore greenfield sugar mill as well as an expansion at its existing distillery within the district. The 

company manufactures products such as rectified spirit, anhydrous ethanol from molasses and sugar 

syrup. Belagavi is known for sugarcane with a high recovery rate of sugar. The company has developed a 

robust marketing and sales team and the company’s turnover is expected to double in the next five years 

after the proposed projects go on stream. The company has reduced its dependence on sugar and in the 

year ending March 2021, the sugar sales accounted for 66% of the total revenue. However, the ethanol 

revenue is expected to go from 30-35 % to 50 percentage terms going forward following the 

government’s initiative. 

Gautam Adani seals the largest deal in India's renewable sector with SB Energy buy for 

$3.5 billion 

Adani Green Energy Ltd (AGEL) has completed the acquisition of SB Energy India for USD 3.5 billion. It is 

the largest solar power developer in the world which made SB Energy Holdings Ltd (SB Energy India) its 

subsidiary with this deal. With this deal, SB Energy India is now a 100 per cent subsidiary of AGEL. Earlier, 

it was a 80:20 joint venture between Japan-based SoftBank Group Corp and Bharti Group. The transaction 

pegs SB Energy India at an enterprise valuation of USD 3.5 billion (approximately Rs 26,000 crore) and 

marks the largest acquisition in the renewable energy sector in India. 

HMSI crosses 5 cr cumulative sales mark in domestic market 

Honda Motorcycle & Scooter India has crossed the 5 crore cumulative sales milestone in the domestic 

market. The company had initiated sales operations in the country with the Activa scooter in 2001. The 

two-wheeler major gained its first one crore customers in the initial 11 years. Growing 3 times this speed, 

the company achieved the 2-crore sales milestone in just three years. While the first 2.5 crore customers 

were added in 16 years, the next 2.5 crore customers were added in five years to breach the five crore 

customer milestone. 

Domestic News 
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Max Healthcare gains on plan for Rs 1,600 crore capex 

Max Healthcare Institute gained almost 1% in early trading in Mumbai on Tuesday as the company said it 

plans to invest Rs 1,600 crores to ramp up capacity in the National Capital Region. The plan for expansion 

will be funded through internal accruals, borrowings and/or other modes permitted under applicable 

laws. Max Healthcare, which already runs a multi-speciality hospital in Gurugram, is currently one of the 

largest private-sector hospital chains in India on the basis of revenues. A bulk of its 17 facilities are 

concentrated in North India. 

Vedanta plans to invest $20 billion; eyes selloff of BPCL among others 

Vedanta group chairman Anil Agarwal his companies are looking to invest around $20 billion in India, 

possibly during the privatisation of BPCL Shipping Corporation and Hindustan Copper. Shipping 

Corporation and Hindustan Copper, if it comes. If BPCL comes to us, people will be most happy since we 

are not going to retrench anyone. At the same time, they will have a backward integration in terms of fuel 

supply from Cairn. The government will possibly tell them this month when bids have to be submitted.  

Hindustan Zinc mined metal production rises 4% to 2,48,000 tonnes in Q2 

Hindustan Zinc mined metal production increased by 4 per cent to 2,48,000 tonnes in the second quarter 

of the ongoing fiscal. The company's mined metal production was at 2,38,000 tonnes in the year-ago 

period. In comparison to Q1 FY'22, it is up by 12 per cent, mainly due to higher ore production at Sindesar 

Khurd and improvement in mining grade and recovery. Integrated metal production was 2,09,000 tonnes 

for Q2 FY'22, down 12 per cent as compared to both Q2 FY'21 and Q1 FY'22 on account of extended 

shutdown at one of the roasters at Chanderiya Smelter for repairs and overhaul of structural components. 

Integrated zinc production was 162,000 tonnes, down 10 per cent as compared to Q2 FY'21 and down by 

14 per cent as compared to Q1 FY'22. Integrated lead production was 47,000 tonnes for Q2 FY'22, down 

18 per cent as compared to Q2 FY'21 on account of annual shutdown at Dariba Lead smelters and down 

four per cent as compared to Q1 FY'22. 

Cabinet may approve mega textile park scheme on Wednesday 

The Union Cabinet is likely to approve on Wednesday a scheme proposed by the textiles ministry to setup 

seven mega investment textile parks (MITRA) to attract investments into the sector and generate 

employment. The scheme could be taken up by the Cabinet and if approved, it will pave the way to set up 

mega parks with integrated facilities and plug-and-play infrastructure on over 1,000 acres in the next 

three years, on the lines of China and Vietnam. Announced in Budget FY22, the MITRA parks will also have 

uninterrupted water and power supply, common utilities and research and development labs. They are 

intended to have and quick turnaround time to minimise transportation losses, aimed to attract big-ticket 

investments in the sector. The parks are crucial to attract foreign direct investment (FDI). From April 2000 

to September 2020, India’s textile sector received Rs 20,468.62 crore, or $3.4 billion, of FDI, which is just 

0.69% of the total FDI inflows during the period. 

Domestic News 
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Domestic air passenger traffic grows 2-3% to about 69 lakh in September 

India's domestic air passenger traffic grew marginally 2-3 per cent at around 69 lakh in September as 

compared to around 67 lakh in August. The local carrier operated higher capacity at 54 per cent in 

September 2021 over the same month last year. Compared y-o-y, air passenger traffic growth stood at 

around 74 per cent in the month under review over September 2020. Airlines witnessed around 61,100 

departures in September as compared to 39,628 departures in the same month of 2020, adding that on a 

sequential basis, the number of departures in the month gone by were higher by around 6 per cent, as 

Covid-19 infections demonstrated a downward trajectory. The average number of passengers per flight 

during September was 113, against an average of 117 passengers per flight in August. Though the 

recovery continued in September, demand continues to be subdued from the corporate traveller segment 

as reflected by passenger traffic being lower by around 38 per cent in September compared to pre-Covid 

levels. The Civil Aviation Ministry reduced the permissible capacity deployment to 50 per cent of pre-

Covid levels, with effect from June 1, due to the resurgence of the second wave of the pandemic. It had 

increased this capacity to 72.5 per cent with effect from August 12, which has now been increased to 85 

per cent with effect from September 18 until further orders. 

GCPL enters premium baby care segment; launches online brand 'goodnessme' 

Godrej Consumer Products (GCPL) has made a foray into the baby care segment by launching a premium 

range of certified products made from organic ingredients under brand 'goodnessme'. The company is 

targeting the rapidly growing online baby care market, which is estimated to be around Rs 500 crore. 

goodnessme, an organic baby care brand, will be a digital native brand and the company is taking the 

direct-to-consumer route through its brand's website along with online stores of its several e-commerce 

channel partners such as Amazon, Flipkart and FirstCry. GCPL, which has launched five products into its 

premium baby care brand, is manufacturing it at its Baddi, Himachal Pradesh plant, and is certified by 

organic by ECOCERT (France). Offline and online baby care market is expected to be around Rs 2,500 

crore, in which the online market is estimated to be around Rs 500 crore and is "very fast growing". 

Cooking gas prices rise to record highs 

Cooking gas prices rose Rs 15 per cylinder to record highs on Wednesday as crude oil crossed $83 a barrel. 

Domestic cooking gas, or liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), will now cost Rs 899.5 per cylinder in Delhi. Its 

rates have risen by Rs 305 per cylinder, or 50%, in just a year following a surge in international rates of the 

fuel. The price of LPG sold by Saudi Arabia, one of the biggest suppliers of fuel to India, has risen 76% in a 

year to $665 per metric tonne. For November, Saudi Arabia has announced a price of $797 per tonne, a 

further increase of 20%. This means consumers should brace for a steeper hike next month. Rising crude 

oil prices have also pushed up domestic petrol and diesel rates to new highs. Petrol prices rose by 30 paise 

and diesel by 35 paise a litre on Wednesday. In Delhi, petrol now costs Rs 102.94 per litre and diesel Rs 

91.42. Executives at state-run oil companies have warned that petrol and diesel prices may see a steeper 

hike in the coming days as the crude oil rally is gaining momentum and prices have not corrected as they 

had initially anticipated. 

Domestic News 
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HMSI crosses 5 cr cumulative sales mark in domestic market 

Honda Motorcycle & Scooter India has crossed the 5 crore cumulative sales milestone in the domestic 

market. The company had initiated sales operations in the country with the Activa scooter in 2001. The 

two-wheeler major gained its first one crore customers in the initial 11 years. Growing 3 times this speed, 

the company achieved the 2-crore sales milestone in just three years. While the first 2.5 crore customers 

were added in 16 years, the next 2.5 crore customers were added in five years to breach the five crore 

customer milestone. Moving forward, the company hopes to further expand its offerings and cater to the 

varied customer needs in the country. 

JSW Energy to get 810 MW wind turbine supply from GE Renewable Energy 

JSW Energy has entered into a contract with GE Renewable Energy for the supply of 810 MW wind 

turbines. The company said the supply of 810 MW onshore wind turbines is for its under-construction 

pipeline of 2.5 GW of renewable projects in India. The supply of the turbines will start by the second 

quarter of 2022 (calendar year). These turbines will produce enough green energy to meet the annual 

electricity requirements of more than 2.1 million households in the country. JSW Energy has set an 

ambitious target of 50 per cent reduction in carbon footprint by 2030 and achieving Carbon Neutrality by 

2050 by transitioning towards renewable energy. The company has set a target to reach 20 GW capacity 

by 2030, with share of renewable energy at 85 per cent, up from 30 per cent currently. Around 2.2 GW of 

wind and solar projects, tied with SECI and JSW Steel, are expected be commissioned in the next 18-24 

months, while the 240 MW Kutehr hydro project is expected to be commissioned in the next 36-40 

months. With the commissioning of these projects, the company's total generation capacity will increase 

to around 7 GW, with renewable energy contributing more than 50 per cent. 

Fuel at record all-time high; petrol above Rs 109 in Mumbai, over Rs 103 in Delhi 

Prices of petrol and diesel have surged to record all-time high levels across India's metro cities on 

Thursday. Fuel continue to be the highest in Mumbai, petrol prices were increased by 29 paise, touching 

Rs 109.25 for a litre, while diesel was spiked by 38 paise to cost Rs 99.55 per litre. In Delhi, while diesel 

price stands at Rs 91.77 per litre after a spike of 35 paise, petrol now costs Rs 103.24 per litre after a 30 

paise hike. Rates have increased across the country and differ from state to state depending on the 

incidence of value-added tax. Fuel prices continue to soar and have crossed Rs 100 in many states. 

Petroleum companies have hiked the price of domestic Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) cylinders by Rs 15. 

Now, the price of a non-subsidized 14.2 kg domestic cylinder in Delhi will be Rs 899.50, while the new rate 

of 5kg domestic cylinder stands at Rs 502. 

Auto sales growth stagnates in Sept as chip shortage, low 2-wheeler demand play 

spoilsport 

The growth trajectory of automobile retail sales in India stagnated during the month of September as 

semi-conductor shortage and tepid demand for two-wheelers played spoilsport even as sales of 

commercial vehicles (CV) and three-wheelers showed signs of recovery. Vehicle registrations with regional 

transport offices (RTO) a reasonably accurate proxy for retail sales declined by over 5% during the month, 

led by an almost 12% decline in two-wheeler registrations. When compared to the pre-pandemic period 

of September 2019, registrations were down almost 14%. 

Domestic News 
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Gujarat Gas hikes retail prices of CNG & PNG 

Gujarat Gas hiked retail prices of compressed natural gas (CNG) and piped natural gas (PNG) up by ₹2.50 

and INR9.50 per unit respectively. This comes after Centre announced a sharp rise of 62% in the prices of 

domestically produced gas last week. The hike is the first increase in rates since April 2019 and comes on 

back of firming benchmark international prices but does not reflect the spurt in spot or current price of 

liquefied natural gas (LNG) witnessed during the last couple of weeks. 

HUL reduces time from product ideation to shelf by half post Covid 

Hindustan Unilever said it has slashed time taken for sourcing materials, product innovation, 

manufacturing and distribution by over half after it used artificial intelligence, new technology and data 

analytics post covid last year. The country's biggest consumer goods maker, this is part of an initiative - 

reimagining HUL where it wants technology to drive all aspects of operations and avoid future disruptions. 

Cabinet nod to Rs 4,445 crore plan to setup 7 mega textile parks 

The Union Cabinet on Wednesday approved the setting up of seven Prime Minister Mega Integrated 

Textile Region and Apparel (PM MITRA) Parks with a total outlay of Rs 4,445 crore for five years. While 

cotton grown in Gujarat and Maharashtra, spinning takes place in Tamil Nadu and processing happens in 

Rajasthan and Gujarat. The NCR, Bangalore and Kolkata are key for garnering whereas exports are done 

from Mumbai and Kandla. First announced in Budget 2021-22, each park will generate around 1 lakh 

direct and 2 lakh indirect employment. The 7 MITRA parks will be set up at greenfield and brownfield sites 

located in different willing states Tamil Nadu, Punjab, Odisha, Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Rajasthan, Assam, 

Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh and Telangana have expressed interest and the sites for the parks will be 

selected by a Challenge Method based on objective criteria. 

HCAH to invest up to Rs 300 crore in subsidiary to add 1,500 transition care beds in next 3 

years 

Home healthcare service provider HCAH on Wednesday said it plans to invest around Rs 200-300 crore in 

its subsidiary HCAH SuVitas to add 1,500 beds in 30 transition care centers across India over the next 2-3 

years. HCAH had acquired transition care firm SuVitas Holistic Healthcare in August this year. Transition 

care is that part of the healthcare industry that bridges tertiary and home health care. The proposed 

capacity expansion will be in Delhi NCR, Mumbai, Bangalore, Kolkata, Hyderabad, Chennai, Pune and 

Ahmedabad. 
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RBI Monetary Policy Key takeaways 

 India’s Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) kept interest rates unchanged for the eighth straight meet.  

 Following its fourth review of the current financial year, the MPC voted unanimously to keep the 

policy repo rate unchanged at 4%.  

 The repo rate was last reduced in May 2020, making this the longest stretch of status quo in the 

benchmark policy rate over at least the last 20 years.  

 The reverse repo rate, set by the Reserve Bank of India, was unchanged at 3.35%.  

 The stance remained accommodative. Five members voted in favour, while Jayanth R. Varma voted 

for a change.  

 The MPC also decided to continue with the accommodative stance as long as necessary to revive and 

sustain growth on a durable basis and continue to mitigate the impact of COVID-19 on the economy, 

while ensuring that inflation remains within the target going forward.  

 Against the backdrop of a large liquidity surplus, the Central Bank decided that the need for 

undertaking further G-SAP operations does not arise at this juncture.  

 Given the liquidity overhang and the absence of fresh government borrowing for GST compensation 

means that these bond purchases are not necessary.  

 The RBI has also stepped up the pace of variable rate reverse repo auctions.  

 It will conduct variable rate reverse repo auctions on a fortnightly basis of up to Rs 4 lakh crore today, 

Rs 4.5 lakh crore on October 24, Rs 5 lakh crore on November 3, Rs 5.5 lakh crore on November 18, 

and Rs 6 lakh crore on Decembr 3.  

 Further, depending upon the evolving liquidity conditions—especially the quantum of capital flows, 

pace of government expenditure and credit offtake—the RBI may also consider complementing the 14

-day VRRR auctions with 28-day VRRR auctions in a similar calibrated fashion.  

 Domestic economic activity is gaining traction with the ebbing of the second wave. Going forward, 

rural demand is likely to maintain its buoyancy, given the above-normal kharif sowing while rabi  

prospects are bright.  

 The substantial acceleration in the pace of vaccination, the sustained lowering of new infections and 

the coming festival season should support a rebound in the pent-up demand for contact-intensive 

services, strengthen the demand for non-contact-intensive services, and bolster urban demand.  

 Global semiconductor shortages, elevated commodity prices and input costs, and potential global 

financial market volatility are key downside risks to domestic growth prospects, along with  

uncertainty around the future.  

 Taking all these factors into consideration, projection for real GDP growth is retained at 9.5% in FY22 

consisting of 7.9% in Q2, 6.8% in Q3, and 6.1% in Q4. Real GDP growth for Q1 in FY23 is projected at  

17.2%.  
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Moody's Revises India Rating Outlook To Stable From Negative 

 Moody's Investors Service has revised the outlook on India's sovereign rating to 'stable' from 

'negative', citing receding risks to the economy, particularly from weakness in the financial sector. The 

rating remains unchanged at the lowest investment grade of Baa3. 

 The decision to change the outlook to stable reflects Moodyʼs view that the downside risks from 

negative feedback between the real economy and financial system are receding," the rating agency 

said in a release on Tuesday. "With higher capital cushions and greater liquidity, banks and non-bank 

financial institutions pose much lesser risk to the sovereign than Moodyʼs previously anticipated." 

India Plans to Allow 20% Foreign Investment in Insurer Planning Nation’s Biggest IPO 

 India is considering a proposal for foreign investors to own as much as 20% in Life Insurance 

Corporation, according to bloomberg news, which would enable them to participate in the nation’s 

biggest initial public offering. 

 Under discussion is a plan to amend FDI rules so that investors can pick up the stake without the 

government’s approval under the so-called automatic route 
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Stocks Rise Aided by China Climb; Treasuries Slip 

Stocks climbed Friday aided by a rise in Chinese shares and easing concerns about the U.S. debt ceiling. 

Treasury yields advanced ahead of a key American jobs report. Japanese shares outperformed, Hong Kong 

gained and China was in the green after reopening for the first time in a week from a holiday. U.S. futures 

edged up in the wake of the S&P 500 and Nasdaq 100 pushing higher for a third day. Lawmakers in the 

Senate voted to temporarily increase the debt ceiling, breaking a prolonged stalemate that had buffeted 

markets. China’s reopening turns the focus back on the debt woes in its property sector and Beijing’s 

wider regulatory broadsides. Central bank Governor Yi Gang said the nation will continue taking steps to 

curb monopolistic behavior among internet platforms and strengthen consumer and data protection. The 

10-year U.S. Treasury yield reached the highest since mid-June as investors continue to fret over inflation 

amid a global energy crunch. The U.S. payrolls report Friday could also cement expectations that the 

Federal Reserve will soon start tapering bond purchases. Yields climbed in Australia and New Zealand. The 

dollar was steady. 

Oil Heading for Seventh Weekly Gain on Global Energy Squeeze 

Oil headed for a seventh weekly gain, the longest run since December, as a global energy crunch roiled 

markets from Europe to Asia. Futures in New York extended gains in Asian trading to near $79 a barrel. 

Prices advanced 1.1% on Thursday after the U.S. Energy Department said that it had no plans “at this 

time” to tap the nation’s oil reserves. That followed remarks the day before from the energy secretary 

that releasing strategic stockpiles was being considered to counter surging gasoline prices. Crude rallied to 

the highest since 2014 earlier this week after OPEC+ stuck with a gradual boost in supply next month 

despite a rapidly tightening market, in part due to the energy crisis. Russia’s offer to ease the gas crunch 

in Europe, and a Financial Times report that the U.S. would consider releasing reserves saw prices tumble 

more than 3% on Thursday before reversing those losses. 

Singapore Hospitalizations Rise; Pfizer Kids Shot 

Singapore recorded more than 3,000 Covid-19 infections for a third straight day and the number of 

seriously ill patients climbed as the city-state’s outbreak showed little sign of slowing. The World Health 

Organization called on countries with high vaccination rates to prioritize the delivery of coronavirus shots 

to lower-income nations. Pfizer Inc. and BioNTech SE asked the U.S. Food and Drug Administration to 

approve its vaccine for children aged five to 11. The U.K. eased entry rules for 47 countries that were 

subject to the tightest Covid-19 restrictions, in the government’s latest bid to revive the tourism industry. 

Bitcoin Unshackles From Stocks, Bucking Trend and Cheering Bulls 

Whenever traditionally minded investors think they finally have their heads wrapped around crypto 

currencies’ role in financial markets, the digital asset class always seems to prove them wrong. The ink 

had barely dried on analysis pointing out that Bitcoin and stocks were moving in the same direction 

(downward) in September when that positive correlation quickly reversed this month. As it stands now, 

the S&P 500 is down about 5% from its last record on Sept. 2, while the biggest crypto currency is up 10%. 
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Port Congestion May Be to Blame in California's Oil Spill  

An unremitting shipping logjam in the waters outside of Los Angeles has already contributed to higher 

costs, delays and intermittent goods shortages across the U.S. Now, it could be to blame for California’s 

biggest oil spill in 27 years. Although the official cause of a pipeline rupture that spilled as many as 3,000 

barrels of crude oil into the ocean off Orange County remains unconfirmed, preliminary reports indicate 

an anchor may have hooked the pipeline, tearing the metal open. About 4,000 feet of the pipeline had 

been moved 105 feet from its original position and divers found a 13-inch split in the line that’s likely the 

source of the release. 

Fuel Prices Spike Across Asia as Global Energy Crunch Takes Hold 

Asian buyers are paying top dollar for a variety of fuels that can be fed into steam boilers or power 

turbines as they seek alternatives to increasingly pricey natural gas. The electricity crisis is roiling energy 

markets from Europe to Asia, with fuels that can be used for heating or power generation such as 

propane, diesel and fuel oil in high demand. Goldman Sachs Group Inc. predicts the crunch will drive 

greater consumption of crude later this year, while China has ordered state-owned firms to secure energy 

supplies for winter at all costs. In Asia, prices of propane -- an oil product that’s typically used for cooking 

or making plastics have surged to the highest since at least 2016, while fuel oil recently almost doubled 

from a year earlier. Refiners are getting a boost from the crisis, with profits from converting oil into diesel 

at the highest since January 2020, before the pandemic eviscerated demand. 

Tesla Ordered to Pay Worker $137 Million for Racism at Plant 

Tesla Inc. lost a trial with a Black former elevator operator and must pay him $137 million for having 

turned a blind eye to racial taunts and offensive graffiti he endured at the electric-car maker’s northern 

California plant, according to the man’s lawyer. Owen Diaz, a former contract worker hired in 2015 

through a staffing agency, was subjected to a racially hostile work environment, a federal jury in San 

Francisco decided Monday, said Lawrence Organ, a lawyer for Diaz. The verdict couldn’t immediately be 

confirmed in electronic court records. Diaz’s case marked a rare instance in which Tesla, which typically 

uses mandatory arbitration to resolve employee disputes, had to defend itself in a public trial. The 

company almost never loses workplace arbitrations, though it was hit with a $1 million award in May in a 

case brought by another ex-worker that was similar to Diaz’s. 
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Company Details 

Gensol Engineering Ltd Stock dividend of INR1.33 effective 11-10-2021 

Cian Healthcare Ltd Corporate meeting effective 12-10-2021 

Thejo Engineering Ltd Stock dividend of INR3 effective 12-10-2021 

Man Infraconstruction Ltd Cash dividend of INR1.26 effective 13-10-2021 

Advitiya Trade India Ltd Stock dividend of INR1.44 effective 13-10-2021 

Lancer Container Lines Ltd Stock dividend of INR3 effective 13-10-2021 

SRF Ltd Stock dividend of INR5 effective 13-10-2021 

JTL Infra Ltd 5 for 1 stock split effective 13-10-2021 

Dhanvarsha Finvest Ltd 5 for 1 stock split effective 13-10-2021 

Godawari Power and Ispat Ltd Corporate meeting effective 14-10-2021 

KKV Agro Powers Ltd Stock dividend of INR1.25 effective 14-10-2021 

Zeal Aqua Ltd 10 for 1 stock split effective 14-10-2021 

Sword-Edge Commercials Ltd 10 for 1 stock split effective 14-10-2021 

Seven Hill Industries Ltd 10 for 1 stock split effective 14-10-2021 

  

CORPORATE ACTION BONUS / RIGHTS / STOCK SPLIT / DIVIDEND / FCCB / M&A / WARRANTS ETC. 

Global Weekly Events 

 11th October 2021:- Japan Machine Tool Orders for September 2021  

 12th October 2021:- Euro Area ZEW Economic Sentiment Index for October 2021. 

 13th October 2021:- China Balance of Trade for September 2021., The U.S. MBA Mortgage Applications for 

October 08, 2021., The U.S. Inflation for September 2021., The U.S. FOMC Minutes., Euro Area Industrial 

Production for August 2021. 

 14th October 2021:- China Inflation for September 2021., Japan Industrial Production for August 2021., The 

U.S. Initial Jobless Claims for October 09, 2021., The U.S. Monthly Budget Statement for September 2021. 

 15th October 2021:- The U.S. Retail Sales for September 2021., Euro Area Balance of Trade  for August 2021. 

Domestic Weekly Events 

 Upcoming Result’s :- Delta Corp Ltd.. HFCL Ltd, Ramkrishna Forgings Ltd., Saregama India Ltd., Tata Metaliks 

Ltd., Tinplate Company Of India Ltd., Bhansali Engineering Polymers Ltd., G.M.Breweries Ltd., Infosys Ltd., 

Mindtree Ltd., Plastiblends India Ltd., Wipro Ltd., Century Textiles & Industries Ltd., Den Networks Ltd, GTPL 

Hathway Ltd, HCL Technologies Ltd., Inox Wind Ltd, Mahindra Cie Automotive Limited, Avenue Supermarts Ltd, 

HDFC Bank Ltd 

 12th October 2021:- India Industrial Production for August 2021., India CPI Inflation for September 2021. 

 14th October 2021:- India WPI Inflation for September 2021. 

 15th October 2021:- India Foreign Exchange Reserve for October 08, 2021., India Trade Balance for September 

2021. 

Source of News : The content may have been taken from The Economic Times, Business Standard, Business Line, Mint and 

other leading financial newspapers and financial portals BSE,NSE, Bloomberg, Moneycontrol & others. 

Events 
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